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Abstract --Natural swimming pools are rising in popularity due
to the widely reported negative effects resulting from the use of
harmful chemicals such as chlorine. As a result, the development
of alternative treatment solutions for swimming pools has become
a high priority. Educational facilities, like the University of
Soeville, have expressed an interest in becoming leaders in sus-
tainable development. The University has engaged in a project to
build a natural swimming pool system, which excludes the use of
chlorine. Ultraviolet disinfection and electrolysis have been
deemed as suitable alternatives to conventional methods of disin-
fection. Solar heating through the use of flat plate collectors will
provide efficient, reliable and sustainable energy through the
swimming season.  

Index Terms -- Solar Heating, Silver-Copper Electrolysis, UV
Disinfection, Swimming Pools.  

I.   INTRODUCTION

THERE is a need at the University of Soeville for a pool to
provide recreational opportunities to students, faculty and staff
of the university. It is important that this pool embodies the
visions and goals set forth by the University of Soeville. The
University of Soeville places a high importance on sustainabil-
ity, green technology, and energy efficiency; therefore, a natu-
ral swimming pool system will be used on the campus. A
natural swimming pool eliminates the use of harmful disinfec-
tion chemicals, such as chlorine, and uses renewable energy
sources, such as solar energy, for heating.  

 Ultraviolet (UV) technology has proven to be as effective
for treating high volumes of wastewater, and recently, this
technology has been applied to domestic swimming pools.
Another technology that is used for natural swimming pools is
silver and copper electrolysis, which has been used for disin-
fection for centuries. These two technologies will be combined
to create a multi-barrier approach that eliminates the depen-
dence on chlorine to disinfect the pool.

 Solar heating technologies have risen in popularity as an
alternative to conventional heating systems. Solar heating sys-
tems now account for over 20% of all pool heating systems [1].
There are many different types of solar collectors in use today.

A major criterion for this design was that it should be as
environmentally sustainable as possible, and so a milestone
was performed on the design in order to ensure that it did in
fact achieve the goal of the University to have a more sustain-
able system than a chlorinated pool. The milestone was an eco-
logical footprint comparison analysis between the natural pool
system and a typical chlorinated pool. It provides a quantitative
analysis of the design, the components that could be changed
to increase the sustainability, and recommendations for the
University and designers of the pool to further reduce the eco-

logical footprint of the pool thereby increasing the sustainabil-
ity. 

II.   CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

A.   Overall Design
The pool is classified as a "Class A" pool under the current

Health Protection and Promotion Act (2007) by the province of
Ontario. A "Class A" pool is a pool that is operated in conjunc-
tion with or as a part of the program of an educational, instruc-
tional, physical fitness or athletic institution [2]. The pool has
the dimensions of 25 m by 25 m (area of 625 m2) and an aver-
age depth of one to two metres.  It has a total volume of about
1075 m3. Since the pool is expected to be operated under
heavy use conditions throughout the summer, it is recom-
mended that the pool turnover rate is not less than six hours.
Therefore, the disinfection system must have a flow rate of
2915 lpm (770 gpm). It has been calculated that the occupancy
that can be accommodated in the pool is 300. Pool operation is
expected to be 12 hours a day, starting at about 6: 30 AM and
ending at about 6:30 PM. A pool cover will be used on the pool
during the hours it is inactive. Disinfection and water treatment
will be continuous throughout a 24 hour day, but the heating
system will only operate during the time the pool is opened.
However, depending on weather conditions and pool tempera-
tures at those times, the season may be extended or shortened
accordingly. The pool will consist of two main areas: one for
competitive swimming, and the other devoted to recreational
use. For the competitive area there will be 4 lanes which are
2.5 wide with two extra lanes (2 m) provided for racing
requirements [3]. The pool depth in the competitive part of the
pool will be two metres deep, while the depth in the recre-
ational area will be one metre with a gradual 6:1 slope to the
competitive area of the pool [3].

B.   Major Components
The major components of the pool will be the water treat-

ment technologies (copper/silver electrolysis and UV) and the
solar heating technology. Copper and silver ionization has been
used for centuries for the purposes of maintaining water qual-
ity. Copper and silver electrodes emit positively charged ions
into the water for water disinfection purposes [4].  The copper
and silver ions disrupt enzymes within bacteria which ulti-
mately stop the proliferation of the bacteria [4]

UV radiation is an effective viricide and bactericide [5]. The
UV unit works by delivering high intensity, low pressure UV
light to the micro-organisms in the water. This light then pene-
trates the cell walls of the micro-organisms, damaging the
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genetic material within the cells (DNA and RNA). This renders
the pathogens unable to reproduce, removing the risk of infec-
tion to humans [6]. 

Solar heating technology captures natural light from the
sun's rays in order to provide energy to heat the water in the
pool. Since over the entire summer there is enough solar radia-
tion available to heat the pool, it is a reliable and efficient
source of energy.

III.   DETAILED DESIGN

A.   Water Treatment
The use of UV light in conjunction with electrolysis is pro-

posed for the disinfection of the pool.  Synergistic effects can
be expected with the combination of these two technologies.
In particular, the combination of silver ions and UV treatment
greatly enhances the inactivation of viruses [4]. Viruses require
a log 4 removal which is delivered by the combined system. 

The system is designed to allow all the water in the pool to
pass entirely through the UV system once every 6 hours, which
requires a flow of approximately 2900 lpm. However, once the
silver and copper ions are in the water, they remain for a long
time, as they can only be removed from the pool by water lost
from splashing etc. Therefore, the water would only run
through the electrolysis unit once. The water can then bypass
the unit and flow solely through the UV unit, until the ions
need to be replenished. 

One of the shortcomings of using UV treatment for swim-
ming pools is that it leaves no residual which is required by the
Health Protection and Promotion Act (2007).  If a contaminant
is released in the pool, it will not be inactivated until it is circu-
lated past the UV system.  This poses a safety hazard to bathers
because pathogens are given the opportunity to multiply in
pool water and potentially infect other swimmers [7]. Electrol-
ysis maintains a residual in the pool and reduces this risk.
Pathogens are inactivated at the source, and any that may sur-
vive are eventually treated with UV[5].

B.   Solar Water Heating 
It is estimated that the solar heating system will extend the

pool season from the last week of May to the first week of Sep-
tember. Flat plate solar collectors will be used to collect solar
energy and convert it to heat energy [8]. Water is passed
through a series of tubes attached to an absorber plate within
the solar collector. The collectors are covered with glass, creat-
ing an effective heat trap allowing the heat from the sun to pass
through the black painted absorber plates while radiating only
minimal amounts of heat to the outside surroundings [9]. As
the water flows through the collector, heat is transferred to the
water by convection and conduction processes. The heated
water is then returned to the pool, raising the overall tempera-
ture of the pool. 

There are three main components in the solar heating sys-
tem: the pool, the pumping system, and solar collectors. Evap-
orative losses are assumed to be 50% of the heat loss due to the
pool, so area is extremely important in heat loss calculations
[10]. The solar heating system will be an open loop system that
utilizes a set point solar controller [9].  During periods where

the solar radiation is not sufficient for heating, or if the pool is
already at the set temperature, the set point solar controller will
turn off the pump and the system will be allowed to drain back
to the pool [9].

IV.   CONCLUSION 
An effective system has been designed for disinfection and

heating of this natural pool system. The systems are environ-
mentally sustainable and promote the ideals of University of
Soeville. The disinfection system combines both UV and elec-
trolysis technologies to give a highly effective multi-barrier
approach. Solar heating, through glazed solar panels, utilized
solar energy to heat pool water.  
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